International Graduate Program: Product
Development & Project Management (f/m/div)*
Job description
Joining our International Graduate Program (IGP) will give you the full insight into
Infineon: over the course of 18 months, you will have at least three different
assignments – one of them abroad. You will meet the global IGP community in global,
regional and virtual conferences. You will get feedback after each assignment, a mentor
who gives career advice and a permanent contract from the start. Do you have the
potential to strive for a big future? Are you passionate for both, to manage diverse
projects all over the world and to take over technical tasks for realization of Low Power
MOSFET Products? As a Project Manager & Product Development Engineer for
Infineon´s DCDC organization, you have the opportunity to do exactly that! Sounds
interesting? Then take the chance to be part of a highly motivated team!
In your IGP period you will:
Work in different functional areas during the first 18 months, such as Product
Development, Technical Marketing and Research & Development
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Contact

Plan your tasks and deliverables together with your dedicated mentor
Take an active role in the IGP network by attending program events as well as
specific IGP trainings
In your target position (after the IGP) you will:
Lead product development projects for realizing a MOSFET device portfolio in
securing timing, budget and quality
Conduct a forward-looking risk management to identify possible mitigation
measures and/or backup scenarios
Collaborate with different stakeholders (technology, packaging, marketing,
quality management, etc.)
Form, guide and motivate diverse, cross-functional project teams
Contribute to the development of new semiconductor technologies and
packages
Setup device characterization and analyze measured data

Profile
You are open to new ideas and receptive to other ways of thinking or working and have
the passion and the courage to develop new and creative ideas. As a true team player,
you are aware of cultural differences, cooperate across boundaries and appreciate the
contributions of other people. You demonstrate strong communication skills and know
how to establish lasting relationships and networks with colleagues and clients. With
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how to establish lasting relationships and networks with colleagues and clients. With
your structured working style, you are able to demonstrate high quality standards for
yourself and other people.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Recently graduated from University / University of Applied Science holding a
Degree in Electrical Engineering, System Engineering, Power Electronics, Material
Science, Applied Physics or comparable with main focus on Device Physics (<2
years of work experience)
Knowledge in device- & semiconductor physics
Ideally first experiences in the semiconductor business
A passion to work in international and very diverse teams
Networking capabilities as well as analytical skills and a strategic way of thinking
Fluent English skills, German skills or the willingness to learn are of advantage
And you fully agree with these statements:
I am an ambitious and open-minded person who loves to get to know new
people and learn about new topics
When I think about moving to another country for at least three months , I want
to start packing my bags
I like to work in teams that are very diverse and in which everyone speaks English
I can’t wait to present a concept to teams and managers – and I don’t mind doing
it in English
My friends describe me as “ highly independent and self-motivated team player"
If this is you, then we want to make it easy for you to apply: All we need is your CV and
your relevant certificates, such as your final university degree or your most recent
university transcripts. Tell us more about your motivation for applying in a short cover
letter. Convince us with your personality, special skills and experiences.
A Recruiting Day for all pre-selected candidates will take place at on site in Villach on
October 5 th 2022, so mark this date already in your calendar.
We offer competitive salaries and additional benefits based on your performance,
experience and qualification. This position is subject to the collective agreement for
workers and employees in the electrical and electronics industry, employment group F
(https://www.feei.at/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/minimum-salaries-white-collarworkers-2022.pdf). A higher payment is negotiable depending on your expertise and
skills.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.
– Power & Sensor Systems (PSS) drives leading-edge power management, sensing and
data transfer capabilities –
Infineon PSS semiconductors play a vital role in enabling intelligent power
management, smart sensitivity as well as fast and reliable data processing in an
increasingly digitalized world. Our leading-edge power devices make chargers,
adapters, power tools and lighting systems smarter, smaller, lighter and more energyefficient. Our trusted sensors increase the context sensitivity of “things” and systems
such as HMI, and our RF chips power fast and reliable data communication.

At Infineon in Villach you shape the technologies of tomorrow and work in an
international environment with more than 3500 colleagues from over 60 nations. Your
personal contribution will be valued and appreciated as the cornerstones of our
success. And all that in beautiful surroundings which guarantee a high quality of life.
The City of Villach is located in the center of Carinthia, Austria’s southernmost province,
in close proximity to the Italian and Slovenian border. Living in Austria has many social,
health-care-related and economic perks. The country’s social and health care system is
among the best in the world and for decades numerous international surveys have
singled out Austria as a particularly safe and wealthy country with a high quality of life.
Villach itself benefits from its status as a “small town”, offering everyday living at
affordable prices in an outstanding setting.
If you want to find out more about the International Graduate Program at Infineon,
have a look here : https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/international-graduateprogram/
Find out what you like most about Villach here:
https://www.welcome2villach.at/
* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

